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Abstract— Home appliances of  today are becoming smater 

and having higher degrees of automation. This system is 

designed to make cleaning process more easier than manual 

vacuum. The developed concept carries a dry cleaning 

mechanism in the front and a wet cleaning mechanism in the 

back. First large particles and dust are suctioned , afterwards 

clean water or solution is droped on the pad which mop the 

floor. It holds a square design to enhance rechability of 

cleaning areas  and a one stroke strategy to implement all 

mechanism in one sweep. Other than this is  compresses of 

special technique of UV germicidal cleaning technology. 

The study has been done keeping in mind economic cost of 

product. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Household cleaning is a repetitive task carried out by 

number of people every day. Hence there is a need of 

bringing revolution in the area of  science and technologies, 

which could help easily in repetitive tasks which we perform 

daily. And also giving consideration to the intensity of 

labour required and improving qualities to its optimum 

level. There are already several big bulky floor cleaning 

machines available in the market which are not capable of 

cleaning the remote areas which are not in the reach. The 

need of designing a new technological based vacuum 

cleaner, which could overcome the short coming of existing 

vacuum cleaner. And also comprehending of new addon 

facilities vacuuming,mopping, sanitizing the floor using UV 

light.  

Most of us still use sweep for cleaning. From time 

to time technology come up and need to upgrade for easier 

human task. In addition, most of the people are working and 

they did not have enough time to clean.Furthermore, most of 

the designations of vacuum robot available in the market are 

expensive. And  having certain limitations like corner 

cleaning. Therefore, this project is built to be one of the 

advantages for human to clean the floor within small period 

and more effective and aimed at development of low cost 

cleaning and sweeping system. There are several problem 

areas that are required to be solved to introduce this type of 

product on the market e.g. path planning, detecting obstacles 

or the maintenance in between cleaning cycles, while 

keeping the robot as small as possible to enable its mobility 

in the use environment. Not only does it require achieving 

this, but it also must achieve a proper cleaning result. 

However, the main focus of this project is to manage the 

actual cleaning procedure. 

A. Project Objective: 

The main objective of this project is to design and 

development of a vacuum robot prototype by using 

Microcontroller Atmega16. To achieve the goal of this 

project, knowledge about sensors, control motor circuit, PIC 

circuit and compatible software need to be determined. The 

project is aimed to meet the following objectives: 

 To design and develop a working robotic     system 

prototype; 

 The system should ensure minimum human 

intervention (only for ON/OFF and / or recharging 

); 

 To make consistent floor cleaning process by using 

automated floor cleaning        system;  

 The system should be cheaper and affordable in 

India and; 

 To produce user friendly floor cleaning system. 

II. WORKING 

Microcontroller is the main control unit of the system, 

program is coded into it. It controls switching ON/OFF of 

components. Microcontroller takes data from the sensors 

and gives response accordingly. Initially, system is in the 

dormant state, start buttons is to be pressed for the starting 

all the cleaning mechanism and system moves forward. As 

obstacles come in front of the system, sensors detect the 

obstacles and give the data to the controller. Once this 

controller processes the data, it responds with right or left. 

The turning direction of the robot is according to the raster 

scanning algorithm used. 

The agitator brushes rotate at 500 rpm in the clock 

wise direction, this motion results in picking up of any 

garbage on the way. This garbage is directed directly to the 

dustbin, where the garbage is collected.  The roller brush 

push debris into the container, the total assembly has a 

mounting frame to mount on system. Motors are connected 

to a motor driver and then controlled by a controller. 

Water pump keep the flow of water constant and 

continues, this keeps cleaning mop always wet. As the 

system moves mop is dragged on the floor, resulting in 

intense cleaning of the floor. Appropriate amount of weight 

is kept on the mop for more efficient cleaning of the floor. 

There are two modes of cleaning: 

1
st
 is spiral mode 

2
nd

 is random mode 

In spiral mode of cleaning, algorithm for spiral is 

followed. In this mode user can provide number of turns to  

the system manually. In random mode system moves 

straight, if the obstacle comes system change its lane 

automatically.  

Two wheels motors are used to drive wheels of the 

system, and two caster wheels are used one in front and one 

in back for supporting the system. Touch panel have facility 

of touch pad to set a time to start its cleaning. Using touch 

panels user can also select the mode of operations. 
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Fig. 1: Spiral Mode 

 
Fig. 2:  Straight Mode 

III. PATH PLANNING ALGORITHM 

A. Algorithm of Spiral Search: 

1) 1
st
 Step: Initialize the Sensor Variable 

2) 2
nd

 Step: Initialize the Initial Point  as „I‟and the 

Final Point „F‟ to be covered 

3) 3
rd

 Step: Start the Robot from the initial position 

4) 4
th

 Step: Robot Move from front and covered the 

distance „d‟ 

5) 5
th

 Step: If Obstacle comes in front then Robot Stop 

6) 6
th

 Step: After covering the distance d it will turn in 

an angle of 90 degree left. 

7) 7
th

 Step: When the final position to be reached F=0. 

Robot Stop: 

B. Algorithm of Random Search: 

1) 1
st
 Step: Initialize the Sensor Variable 

2) 2
nd

 Step: Initialize the Initial Point  as „I‟and the 

Final Point „F‟ to be covered 

3) 3
rd

 Step: Start the Robot from the initial position 

4) 4
th

 Step: Robot Move from front and covered the 

distance „d‟ 

5) 5
th

 Step: If Left Sensor is true then move Robot in a 

right Direction 

6) 6
th

 Step: If Right Sensor is true then move Robot in 

a Left turn 

7) 7
th

 Step: If Both sensor is true then Turn Robot in 

90 Degree Right and after Distance Covered   

d+j  again turn 90 Degree right.‟ 

8) 8
th

 Step: When reached to the final position it will 

stop. 

C. Flow Chart of the System: 

 
Fig. 3: Flow Chart for Spiral Search 

 
Fig. 4: Flow Chart for Random Search 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This design of Automated floor cleaning system can be used 

to clean any kind of  places. As the motors selected can 

consume much less power so it will be the power saving and 

cost saving too. This robot will replace the manual 

controlled vacuum cleaner into a eco-friendly cleaning 

mechanism automatically without human intervention as 

well as provides new addons of sanitization of floor using 

UV lights & multiple functioning in one time of operation. 

It can be stated that a one-stroke strategy is 

regarded as the optimal cleaning strategy for the 

implementation of this product. Additionally, the utilisation 

of a scrubbing tool and  a water suction provided the most 

effective cleaning result. The placement of the dry-and wet 

cleaning mechanisms enabled the reachability without the 

robot‟s own body as a hinder. With this cleaning strategy the 

user will be able to assess the cleaning efficiency 

immediately. It shows that a strong emphasise must be 
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placed on usability issues e.g. ease of use and ease of 

maintenance.  The usefulness will also be assessed by the 

system behaviour, which shows the importance of the robot 

to communicate a trustworthy, calm and structured 

impression.   
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